Handbook of small data sets vancab (Read Only)

this book should be of interest to statistics lecturers who want ready made data sets complete with notes for teaching this book should be of interest to statistics lecturers who want ready made data sets complete with notes for teaching this book offers advice on the statistical analysis of small data sets which are often used for ethical financial or practical reasons for various designs and levels of measurement helping researchers to analyse such data sets but also to evaluate and interpret others analyses in many machine learning applications available datasets are sometimes incomplete noisy or affected by artifacts in supervised scenarios it could happen that label information has low quality which might include unbalanced training sets noisy labels and other problems moreover in practice it is very common that available data samples are not enough to derive useful supervised or unsupervised classifiers all these issues are commonly referred to as the low quality data problem this book collects novel contributions on machine learning methods for low quality datasets to contribute to the dissemination of new ideas to solve this challenging problem and to provide clear examples of application in real scenarios data analytics a small data approach is suitable for an introductory data analytics course to help students understand some main statistical learning models it has many small datasets to guide students to work out pencil solutions of the models and then compare with results obtained from established r packages also as data science practice is a process that should be told as a story in this book there are many course materials about exploratory data analysis residual analysis and flowcharts to develop and validate models and data pipelines the main models covered in this book include linear regression logistic regression tree models and random forests ensemble learning sparse learning principal component analysis kernel methods including the support vector machine and kernel regression and deep learning each chapter introduces two or three techniques for each technique the book highlights the intuition and rationale first then shows how mathematics is used to articulate the intuition and formulate the learning problem r is used to implement the techniques on both simulated and real world dataset python code is also available at the book s website dataanalyticsbook info learn methods of data analysis and their application to real world data sets this updated second edition serves as an introduction to data mining methods and models including association rules clustering neural networks logistic regression and multivariate analysis the authors apply a unified white box approach to data mining methods and models this approach is designed to walk readers through the operations and nuances of the various methods using small data sets so readers can gain an insight into the inner workings of the method under review chapters provide readers with hands on analysis problems representing an opportunity for readers to apply their newly acquired data mining expertise to solving real problems using large real world data sets data mining and predictive analytics offers comprehensive coverage of association rules clustering neural
networks logistic regression multivariate analysis and r statistical programming language features over 750 chapter exercises allowing readers to
assess their understanding of the new material provides a detailed case study that brings together the lessons learned in the book includes access to the
companion website dataminingconsultant with exclusive password protected instructor content data mining and predictive analytics will appeal to
computer science and statistic students as well as students in mba programs and chief executives this book introduces an assortment of powerful
command line utilities that can be combined to create simple yet powerful shell scripts for processing datasets the code samples and scripts use the
bash shell and typically involve small datasets so you can focus on understanding the features of grep sed and awk companion files with code are
available for downloading from the publisher features provides the reader with powerful command line utilities that can be combined to create simple
yet powerful shell scripts for processing datasets contains a variety of code fragments and shell scripts for data scientists data analysts and those who
want shell based solutions to clean various types of datasets companion files with code this book discusses the challenges in the convergence of
technologies as the internet of things iot evolves these include sensing computing information processing networking and controlling intelligent
technologies the contributors first provide a survey of various assessment and evaluation approaches available for successful convergence they then
go on to cover several operational ideas to apply the contributors then discuss the challenges involved bridging gaps in computation and the
communication process hidden networks intelligent decision making human to machine perception and large scale iot environments the contributors
aim to provide the reader an overview of trends in iot in terms of performability and traffic modeling and efforts that can be spent in assessing the
graceful degradation in iot paradigms provides a survey of iot assessment and evaluation approaches covers new and innovative operational ideas that
apply to the iot industry and the industries it affects includes chapters from researchers and industry leaders in iot from around the world summary
data wrangling with javascript is hands on guide that will teach you how to create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and
exotic data and master practical troubleshooting strategies purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from
manning publications about the technology why not handle your data analysis in javascript modern libraries and data handling techniques mean you
can collect clean process store visualize and present web application data while enjoying the efficiency of a single language pipeline and data centric
web applications that stay in javascript end to end about the book data wrangling with javascript promotes javascript to the center of the data analysis
stage with this hands on guide you ll create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and exotic data and master practical
troubleshooting strategies you ll also build interactive visualizations and deploy your apps to production each valuable chapter provides a new
component for your reusable data wrangling toolkit what s inside establishing a data pipeline acquisition storage and retrieval handling unusual data
sets cleaning and preparing raw data interactive visualizations with d3 about the reader written for intermediate javascript developers no data analysis
experience required about the author ashley davis is a software developer entrepreneur author and the creator of data forge and data forge notebook
software for data transformation analysis and visualization in javascript table of contents getting started establishing your data pipeline getting started
with node js acquisition storage and retrieval working with unusual data exploratory coding clean and prepare dealing with huge data files working
with a mountain of data practical data analysis browser based visualization server side visualization live data advanced visualization with d3 getting to
production data construction method dcm based on the multiset division is proposed the dcm can not only generate addition data within the domain
value of the given sample for revealing the data s patterns but also creates the membership function from the generated data for further applications in
this way the dcm is taken to filling up the information gaps caused by small sample sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of dcm after presenting the
dcm s theoretic background properties and algorithm we compared the dcm with several existing approaches in estimating the population mean and
improving the supervised neural network learning performance the results show that the dcm performs better in a comparative manner to show its
applicability we have applied the membership function derived from the dcm data to the studies of predicting the severe earthquakes in taiwan and
forecasting the psychotic episode of individual schizophrenics the results have shown that the dcm can provide appropriate references for prediction
from both spatial and temporal small data sets big data in radiation oncology gives readers an in depth look into how big data is having an impact on the clinical care of cancer patients while basic principles and key analytical and processing techniques are introduced in the early chapters the rest of the book turns to clinical applications in particular for cancer registries informatics radiomics radiogenomics patient safety and quality of care patient reported outcomes comparative effectiveness treatment planning and clinical decision making more features of the book are offers the first focused treatment of the role of big data in the clinic and its impact on radiation therapy covers applications in cancer registry radiomics patient safety quality of care treatment planning decision making and other key areas discusses the fundamental principles and techniques for processing and analysis of big data address the use of big data in cancer prevention detection prognosis and management provides practical guidance on implementation for clinicians and other stakeholders dr jun deng is a professor at the department of therapeutic radiology of yale university school of medicine and an abr board certified medical physicist at yale new haven hospital he has received numerous honors and awards such as fellow of institute of physics in 2004 aapm medical physics travel grant in 2008 astro igrt symposium travel grant in 2009 aapm ipem medical physics travel grant in 2011 and fellow of aapm in 2013 lei xing ph d is the jacob haimson professor of medical physics and director of medical physics division of radiation oncology department at stanford university his research has been focused on inverse treatment planning tomographic image reconstruction ct optical and pet imaging instrumentations image guided interventions nanomedicine and applications of molecular imaging in radiation oncology dr xing is on the editorial boards of a number of journals in radiation physics and medical imaging and is recipient of numerous awards including the american cancer society research scholar award the whitaker foundation grant award and a max planck institute fellowship the lncs volume lncs 9714 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international conference on data mining and big data dmbd 2016 held in bali indonesia in june 2016 the 57 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 115 submissions the theme of dmbd 2016 is serving life with data science data mining refers to the activity of going through big data sets to look for relevant or pertinent information the papers are organized in 10 cohesive sections covering all major topics of the research and development of data mining and big data and one workshop on computational aspects of pattern recognition and computer vision this book is the first volume that focuses on the specific challenges of machine translation with arabic either as source or target language it nicely fills a gap in the literature by covering approaches that belong to the three major paradigms of machine translation example based statistical and knowledge based it provides broad but rigorous coverage of the methods for incorporating linguistic knowledge into empirical mt the book brings together original and extended contributions from a group of distinguished researchers from both academia and industry it is a welcome and much needed repository of important aspects in arabic machine translation such as morphological analysis and syntactic reordering both central to reducing the distance between arabic and other languages most of the proposed techniques are also applicable to machine translation of semitic languages other than arabic as well as translation of other languages with a complex morphology statistics 2nd edition teaches statistics with a modern data analytic approach that uses graphing calculators and statistical software it allows more emphasis to be put on statistical concepts and data analysis rather than following recipes for calculations this gives readers a more realistic understanding of both the theoretical and practical applications of statistics giving them the ability to master the subject this undergraduate statistical quality assurance textbook clearly shows with real projects cases and data sets how statistical quality control tools are used in practice among the topics covered is a practical evaluation of measurement effectiveness for both continuous and discrete data gauge reproducibility and repeatability methodology including confidence intervals for repeatability reproducibility and the gauge capability ratio is thoroughly developed process capability indices and corresponding confidence intervals are also explained in addition to process monitoring techniques experimental design and analysis for process improvement are carefully presented factorial and fractional factorial arrangements of treatments and response surface methods are covered integrated throughout the book are rich sets of examples and problems that help readers gain a better understanding of where and how to apply statistical quality control tools these large and realistic problem sets in combination with the streamlined approach of the text and extensive supporting material facilitate reader understanding
second edition improvements extensive coverage of measurement quality evaluation in addition to anova gauge r r methodologies new end of section exercises and revised end of chapter exercises two full sets of slides one with audio to assist student preparation outside of class and another appropriate for professors lectures substantial supporting material seven r programs that support variables and attributes control chart construction and analyses gauge r r methods analyses of fractional factorial studies propagation of error analyses and response surface analyses documentation for the r programs excel data files associated with the end of chapter problem sets most from real engineering settings researchers often have difficulties collecting enough data to test their hypotheses either because target groups are small or hard to access or because data collection entails prohibitive costs such obstacles may result in data sets that are too small for the complexity of the statistical model needed to answer the research question this unique book provides guidelines and tools for implementing solutions to issues that arise in small sample research each chapter illustrates statistical methods that allow researchers to apply the optimal statistical model for their research question when the sample is too small this essential book will enable social and behavioral science researchers to test their hypotheses even when the statistical model required for answering their research question is too complex for the sample sizes they can collect the statistical models in the book range from the estimation of a population mean to models with latent variables and nested observations and solutions include both classical and bayesian methods all proposed solutions are described in steps researchers can implement with their own data and are accompanied with annotated syntax in r the methods described in this book will be useful for researchers across the social and behavioral sciences ranging from medical sciences and epidemiology to psychology marketing and economics the healthcare industry produces a constant flow of data creating a need for deep analysis of databases through data mining tools and techniques resulting in expanded medical research diagnosis and treatment data mining and medical knowledge management cases and applications presents case studies on applications of various modern data mining methods in several important areas of medicine covering classical data mining methods elaborated approaches related to mining in electroencephalogram and electrocardiogram data and methods related to mining in genetic data a premier resource for those involved in data mining and medical knowledge management this book tackles ethical issues related to cost sensitive learning in medicine and produces theoretical contributions concerning general problems of data information knowledge and ontologies this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international symposium on intelligent data analysis ida 97 held in london uk in august 1997 the volume presents 50 revised full papers selected from a total of 107 submissions also included is a keynote intelligent data analysis issues and opportunities by david j hand the papers are organized in sections on exploratory data analysis preprocessing and tools classification and feature selection medical applications soft computing knowledge discovery and data mining estimation and clustering data quality qualitative models data science is an exciting discipline that allows you to turn raw data into understanding insight and knowledge the goal of r for data science is to help you learn the most important tools in r that will allow you to do data science after reading this book you ll have the tools to tackle a wide variety of data science challenges using the best parts of r this book will teach you how to program in r you ll go from loading data to writing your own functions which will outperform the functions of other r users this is an understandable approach to learning r visualizing and modeling data are complicated skills that require a programmer s full attention it takes expertise judgement and focus to extract reliable insights from a data set this book proudly focuses on small in memory datasets this is the right place to start because you can t tackle big data unless you have experience with small data i think r is a great place to start your data science journey because it is an environment designed from the ground up to support data science r is not just a programming language but it is also an interactive environment for doing data science simply in depth annotation the four volume set lncs 4487 4490 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on computational science iccs 2007 held in beijing china in may 2007 more than 2400 submissions were made to the main conference and its 35 topical workshops the 80 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers of the main track were carefully reviewed and selected from 360 submissions and are presented together with 624 accepted workshop papers in four volumes according to the iccs 2007 theme advancing science and society through computation the papers cover a large volume of topics in
computational science and related areas from multiscale physics to wireless networks and from graph theory to tools for program development. The papers are arranged in topical sections on efficient data management, parallel Monte Carlo algorithms, simulation of multiphysics multiscale systems, dynamic data driven application systems, computer graphics and geometric modeling, computer algebra systems, computational chemistry, computational approaches and techniques in bioinformatics, computational finance, and business intelligence, geocomputation, high-level parallel programming, networks theory and applications, collective intelligence for semantic and knowledge grid collaborative and cooperative environments, tools for program development and analysis, and intelligent agents in computing systems. This book also covers topics such as computer science in software engineering, computational linguistics in HCI, Internet computing, and workflow systems in e-science. The book provides a summary of the functions and enhancements in z/OS v1.13 DFSMS, including practical implementation hints and tips. This book was written for storage professionals and system programmers who have experience with the components of DFSMS and provides sufficient information so that you can start prioritizing the implementation of new functions and evaluating their applicability in your DFSMS environment. Written by a highly experienced author team, this popular series has been extensively revised to provide authoritative, accurate, and comprehensive coverage of the 2015 AS and A level specifications. This book will help you to develop core psychology skills and encourage you to become a competent researcher and independent learner. Perspectives on the varied challenges posed by big data for health science, law, commerce, and politics. Big data is ubiquitous but heterogeneous. Big data can be used to tally clicks and traffic on web pages, find patterns in stock trades, track consumer preferences, identify linguistic correlations in large corpuses of texts. This book examines big data not as an undifferentiated whole but contextually investigating the varied challenges posed by big data for health science, law, commerce, and politics. Taken together, the chapters reveal a complex set of problems, practices, and policies. The advent of big data methodologies has challenged the theory-driven approach to scientific knowledge in favor of a data-driven approach. Social media platforms and self-tracking tools change the way we see ourselves and others. The collection of data by corporations and government threatens privacy while promoting transparency. Meanwhile, politicians, policy makers, and ethicists are ill-prepared to deal with the ramifications of big data. The contributors look at big data's effect on individuals as it exerts social control through monitoring, mining, and manipulation. Big data and society examining both its empowering and its constraining effects. Big data and science considering issues of data governance, provenance, trust, and big data and organizations discussing data responsibility, data harm, and decision making. Contributors: Ryan Abbott, Cristina Alaimo, Kent R Anderson, Mark Andrejevic, Diane E Bailey, Mike Bailey, Mark Burdon, Fred H Cate, Jorge L Contreras, Simon Dedeo, Hamid R Ekbia, Allison Goodwell, Jannis Kallinikos, Inna Kouper, M Lynne Markus, Michael Mattioli, Paul Ohm, Scott Peppet, Beth Plale, Jason Portenoy, Julie Rennecker, Katie Shilton, Dan Sholler, Cassidy R Sugimoto, Isuru Suriarachchi, Jevin D West. This book constitutes the proceedings of the second international workshop on advances in simplifying medical ultrasound (ASUSMUS) 2021, held on September 27-27, 2021, in conjunction with MICCAI 2021, the 24th international conference on medical image computing and computer assisted intervention. The conference was planned to take place in Strasbourg, France but changed to an online event due to the coronavirus pandemic. The 22 papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 30 submissions. They were organized in topical sections as follows: segmentation and detection, registration, guidance, robotics, registration, image processing, and image analysis.
synthesis and quality assessment and quantitative imaging this two volume set of lncs 12736 12737 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on artificial intelligence and security icais 2021 which was held in dublin ireland in july 2021 the conference was formerly called international conference on cloud computing and security with the acronym icccs the total of 93 full papers and 29 short papers presented in this two volume proceedings was carefully reviewed and selected from 1013 submissions overall a total of 224 full and 81 short papers were accepted for icais 2021 the other accepted papers are presented in ccis 1422 1424 the papers were organized in topical sections as follows part i artificial intelligence and big data part ii big data cloud computing and security encryption and cybersecurity information hiding iot security and multimedia forensics written by microsoft s lead developers of excel services this book shares their insights into the benefits and usage of excel s new server technology so that you can solve business problems you ll learn what excel services is for and how it is used how to deploy an evaluation copy of the server and effectively administer it and gain an understanding of how the server works you ll also get step by step guidelines for using the server in each of the scenarios for which it was designed this book presents the algorithms used to provide recommendations by exploiting matrix factorization and tensor decomposition techniques it highlights well known decomposition methods for recommender systems such as singular value decomposition svd uv decomposition non negative matrix factorization nmf etc and describes in detail the pros and cons of each method for matrices and tensors this book provides a detailed theoretical mathematical background of matrix tensor factorization techniques and a step by step analysis of each method on the basis of an integrated toy example that runs throughout all its chapters and helps the reader to understand the key differences among methods it also contains two chapters where different matrix and tensor methods are compared experimentally on real data sets such as opinions geosocialrec last fm bibsonomy etc and provides further insights into the advantages and disadvantages of each method the book offers a rich blend of theory and practice making it suitable for students researchers and practitioners interested in both recommenders and factorization methods lecturers can also use it for classes on data mining recommender systems and dimensionality reduction methods all too often individuals engaged in the biomedical sciences assume that numeric data must be left to the proper authorities e g statisticians and data analysts who are trained to apply sophisticated mathematical algorithms to sets of data this is a terrible mistake individuals with keen observational skills regardless of their mathematical training are in the best position to draw correct inferences from their own data and to guide the subsequent implementation of robust mathematical analyses volume 2 of logic and critical thinking in the biomedical sciences provides readers with a repertoire of deductive non mathematical methods that will help them draw useful inferences from their own data volumes 1 and 2 of logic and critical thinking in the biomedical sciences are written for biomedical scientists and college level students engaged in any of the life sciences including bioinformatics and related data sciences demonstrates that a great deal can be deduced from quantitative data without applying any statistical or mathematical analyses provides readers with simple techniques for quickly reviewing and finding important relationships hidden within large and complex sets of data using examples drawn from the biomedical literature discusses common pitfalls in data interpretation and how they can be avoided human and ecological risk assessment theory and practice assembles the expertise of more than fifty authorities from fifteen different fields forming a comprehensive reference and textbook on risk assessment containing two dozen case studies of environmental or human health risk assessments the text not only presents the theoretical underpinnings of the discipline but also serves as a complete handbook and how to guide for individuals conducting or interpreting risk assessments in addition more than 4 000 published papers and books in the field are cited editor dennis paustenbach has assembled chapters that present the most current methods for conducting hazard identification dose response and exposure assessment and risk characterization components for risk assessments of any chemical hazard to humans or wildlife fish birds and terrestrials topics addressed include hazards posed by air emissions radiological hazards contaminated soil and foods agricultural hazards occupational hazards consumer products and water hazardous waste sites contaminated air and water the bringing together of so many of the world s authorities on these topics plus the comprehensive nature of the text promises to make human and ecological risk assessment the text against which others will be measured in the coming years information engineering
and applications is the field of study concerned with constructing information computing intelligent systems mathematical models numerical solution

Techniques and using computers and other electronic devices to analyze and solve natural scientific social scientific and engineering problems

Information engineering is an important underpinning for techniques used in information and computational science and there are many unresolved

Problems worth studying the proceedings of the 2nd international conference on information engineering and applications IEE2012 which was held in

Chongqing China from October 26-28 2012 discusses the most innovative research and developments including technical challenges and social legal

Political and economic issues a forum for engineers and scientists in academia industry and government the proceedings of the 2nd international

Conference on information engineering and applications presents ideas results works in progress and experience in all aspects of information

Engineering and applications overview of biomedical data science spreadsheet tools and tips biostatistics primer data visualization introduction to

Databases big data bioinformatics and precision medicine programming languages for data analysis machine learning artificial intelligence biomedical

Data science resources appendix a glossary appendix b using data world appendix c chapter exercises get the latest advances in zoo and wild animal

Medicine in one invaluable reference written by internationally recognized experts Fowler's Zoo and Wild Animal Medicine Current Therapy Volume 10

Provides a practical guide to the latest research and clinical management of captive and free ranging wild animals for each animal coverage includes

Topics such as biology anatomy and special physiology reproduction restraint and handling housing requirements nutrition and feeding surgery and

Anesthesia diagnostics and treatment protocols New topics in this edition include holistic treatments antibiotic resistance in aquariums non invasive

Imaging for amphibians emerging reptile viruses and African ground hornbill medicine in addition to giant anteater medicine Brucella in marine

Animals and rhinoceros birth parameters with coverage of many subjects where information has not been readily available Fowler's is a resource you
don't want to be without Fowler's Current Therapy format ensures that each volume in the series covers all new topics with timely information on

current topics of interest in the field focused coverage offers just the right amount of depth often fewer than 10 pages in a chapter which makes the

Material easier to access and easier to understand general taxon based format covers all terrestrial vertebrate taxa plus selected topics on aquatic and

Invertebrate taxa updated information from the Zoological Information Management System ZIMS includes records from their growing database for 2.3

Million animals 374,000 living and 23,000 taxa which can serve as a basis for new research Expert global contributors include authors from the U.S. and

25 other countries each representing trends in their part of the world and each focusing on the latest research and clinical management of captive and

Free ranging wild animals new all new topics and contributors ensure that this volume addresses the most current issues relating to zoo and wild

Animals new content on emerging diseases includes topics such as COVID-19, rabbit hemorrhagic disease, yellow fever in South American primates,

Monitoring herpesviruses in multiple species and canine distemper in unusual species New emphasis on management includes coverage of diversity in

Zoo and wildlife medicine new panel of international contributors includes for the first time experts from Costa Rica, Estonia, Ethiopia, India, Norway,

Singapore along with many other countries New enhanced eBook version is included with each print purchase providing a fully searchable version of

The entire text and access to all of its text figures and references after a decade of major technical and theoretical advancements in the area the scope

For exploitation of database technology has never been greater neither has the challenge this volume contains the proceedings of the 17th British

National Conference on Databases BNCOD 2000 held at the University of Exeter in July 2000 in selecting the quality papers presented here the programme

Committee was particularly interested in the demands being made on the technology by emerging application areas including web applications push

Technology multimedia data and data warehousing the concern remains the same satisfaction of user requirements on quality and performance however

With increasing demand for timely access to heterogeneous data distributed on an unregulated internet new challenges are presented our three invited

Speakers develop the theme for the conference considering new dimensions concerning user requirements in accessing distributed heterogeneous

Information sources in the first paper presented here Gio Wiederhold reflects on the tension between requirements for on the one hand precision and

Relevance and on the other completeness and recall in relating data from heterogeneous resources in resolving this tension in favour of the former he
maintains that this will fundamentally affect future research directions. Sharma Chakravarthy adds another dimension to the requirement on information timeliness. He shares a vision of just in time information delivery by a push technology based on reactive capabilities. He maintains that this requires a paradigm shift to a user-centric view of information. When we set about organizing Epia 2003 in Porto during the Appia meeting at the previous edition of the conference Epia 2001, it was decided that it would be organized by Fernando Moura Pires Fajã and myself. We chose Beja as the venue to host the conference as it provided a good support infrastructure and Fernando had a good working relationship with several people at the Beja Polytechnic Institute. Shortly thereafter, Fernando came to know that he was ailing from a disease that would take his life in May 2003. As with many other projects in which he got involved, Fernando clung to the organization of this conference with dedication and perseverance even while knowing that he might not see the results of his work. Epia 2003 is a tribute to his work, taking up on the successful experience gained from Epia 2001. We decided to structure Epia 2003 as a set of five distinct workshops roughly reflecting the panorama of AI research in Portugal. Special thanks are due to the organizers of each workshop for the quality and timeliness of the work they carried out. The conference was all the more interesting because of the eight invited presentations and tutorials by Alexander Bockmayr, Amélia Cardoso, Dario Freano, Harold Boley, Pedro Domingos, Pieter Adriaans, Veronica Dahlander, and Vitor Santos Costa. There are short one-page abstracts included in these proceedings for some of these presentations.

**A Handbook of Small Data Sets 1993-11-01**

This book should be of interest to statistics lecturers who want ready-made data sets complete with notes for teaching.

**The Statistical Analysis of Small Data Sets 2024-08-30**

This book offers advice on the statistical analysis of small data sets which are often used for ethical, financial or practical reasons for various designs and levels of measurement helping researchers to analyse such data sets but also to evaluate and interpret others analyses.

**The Statistical Analysis of Small Data Sets 2024-12**
this book offers advice on the statistical analysis of small data sets which are often used for ethical financial or practical reasons for various designs and levels of measurement helping researchers to analyse such data sets but also to evaluate and interpret others analyses

Machine Learning Methods with Noisy, Incomplete Or Small Datasets 2021

in many machine learning applications available datasets are sometimes incomplete noisy or affected by artifacts in supervised scenarios it could happen that label information has low quality which might include unbalanced training sets noisy labels and other problems moreover in practice it is very common that available data samples are not enough to derive useful supervised or unsupervised classifiers all these issues are commonly referred to as the low quality data problem this book collects novel contributions on machine learning methods for low quality datasets to contribute to the dissemination of new ideas to solve this challenging problem and to provide clear examples of application in real scenarios

Data Analytics 2021-04-16

data analytics a small data approach is suitable for an introductory data analytics course to help students understand some main statistical learning models it has many small datasets to guide students to work out pencil solutions of the models and then compare with results obtained from established r packages also as data science practice is a process that should be told as a story in this book there are many course materials about exploratory data analysis residual analysis and flowcharts to develop and validate models and data pipelines the main models covered in this book include linear regression logistic regression tree models and random forests ensemble learning sparse learning principal component analysis kernel
methods including the support vector machine and kernel regression and deep learning each chapter introduces two or three techniques for each technique the book highlights the intuition and rationale first then shows how mathematics is used to articulate the intuition and formulate the learning problem r is used to implement the techniques on both simulated and real world dataset python code is also available at the book s website dataanalyticsbook info

**Data Mining and Predictive Analytics 2015-03-16**

learn methods of data analysis and their application to real world data sets this updated second edition serves as an introduction to data mining methods and models including association rules clustering neural networks logistic regression and multivariate analysis the authors apply a unified white box approach to data mining methods and models this approach is designed to walk readers through the operations and nuances of the various methods using small data sets so readers can gain an insight into the inner workings of the method under review chapters provide readers with hands on analysis problems representing an opportunity for readers to apply their newly acquired data mining expertise to solving real problems using large real world data sets data mining and predictive analytics offers comprehensive coverage of association rules clustering neural networks logistic regression multivariate analysis and r statistical programming language features over 750 chapter exercises allowing readers to assess their understanding of the new material provides a detailed case study that brings together the lessons learned in the book includes access to the companion website dataminingconsultant with exclusive password protected instructor content data mining and predictive analytics will appeal to computer science and statistic students as well as students in mba programs and chief executives

**A Handbook of Small Data Sets 1994**

this book introduces an assortment of powerful command line utilities that can be combined to create simple yet powerful shell scripts for processing datasets the code samples and scripts use the bash shell and typically involve small datasets so you can focus on understanding the features of grep sed and awk companion files with code are available for downloading from the publisher features provides the reader with powerful command line utilities that can be combined to create simple yet powerful shell scripts for processing datasets contains a variety of code fragments and shell scripts for data scientists data analysts and those who want shell based solutions to clean various types of datasets companion files with code

**Physics-guided Machine Learning for Small Data Sets 2023**
this book discusses the challenges in the convergence of technologies as the internet of things iot evolves these include sensing computing information processing networking and controlling intelligent technologies the contributors first provide a survey of various assessment and evaluation approaches available for successful convergence they then go on to cover several operational ideas to apply the contributors then discuss the challenges involved bridging gaps in computation and the communication process hidden networks intelligent decision making human to machine perception and large scale iot environments the contributors aim to provide the reader an overview of trends in iot in terms of performability and traffic modeling and efforts that can be spent in assessing the graceful degradation in iot paradigms provides a survey of iot assessment and evaluation approaches covers new and innovative operational ideas that apply to the iot industry and the industries it affects includes chapters from researchers and industry leaders in iot from around the world

**Bash for Data Scientists 2022-12-07**

summary data wrangling with javascript is hands on guide that will teach you how to create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and exotic data and master practical troubleshooting strategies purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology why not handle your data analysis in javascript modern libraries and data handling techniques mean you can collect clean process store visualize and present web application data while enjoying the efficiency of a single language pipeline and data centric web applications that stay in javascript end to end about the book data wrangling with javascript promotes javascript to the center of the data analysis stage with this hands on guide you ll create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and exotic data and master practical troubleshooting strategies you ll also build interactive visualizations and deploy your apps to production each valuable chapter provides a new component for your reusable data wrangling toolkit what s inside establishing a data pipeline acquisition storage and retrieval handling unusual data sets cleaning and preparing raw data interactive visualizations with d3 about the reader written for intermediate javascript developers no data analysis experience required about the author ashley davis is a software developer entrepreneur author and the creator of data forge and data forge notebook software for data transformation analysis and visualization in javascript table of contents getting started establishing your data pipeline getting started with node js acquisition storage and retrieval working with unusual data exploratory coding clean and prepare dealing with huge data files working with a mountain of data practical data analysis browser based visualization server side visualization live data advanced visualization with d3 getting to production

**Performability in Internet of Things 2018-08-22**

data construction method dcm based on the multiset division is proposed the dcm can not only generate addition data within the domain value of the given sample for revealing the data s patterns but also creates the membership function from the generated data for further applications in this way the dcm is taken to filling up the information gaps caused by small sample sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of dcm after presenting the dcm s
theoretic background properties and algorithm we compared the dcm with several existing approaches in estimating the population mean and improving the supervised neural network learning performance the results show that the dcm performs better in a comparative manner to show its applicability we have applied the membership function derived from the dcm data to the studies of predicting the severe earthquakes in taiwan and forecasting the psychotic episode of individual schizophrenics the results have shown that the dcm can provide appropriate references for prediction from both spatial and temporal small data sets

*Data Wrangling with JavaScript 2018-12-02*

big data in radiation oncology gives readers an in depth look into how big data is having an impact on the clinical care of cancer patients while basic principles and key analytical and processing techniques are introduced in the early chapters the rest of the book turns to clinical applications in particular for cancer registries informatics radiomics radiogenomics patient safety and quality of care patient reported outcomes comparative effectiveness treatment planning and clinical decision making more features of the book are offers the first focused treatment of the role of big data in the clinic and its impact on radiation therapy covers applications in cancer registry radiomics patient safety quality of care treatment planning decision making and other key areas discusses the fundamental principles and techniques for processing and analysis of big data address the use of big data in cancer prevention detection prognosis and management provides practical guidance on implementation for clinicians and other stakeholders dr jun deng is a professor at the department of therapeutic radiology of yale university school of medicine and an abr board certified medical physicist at yale new haven hospital he has received numerous honors and awards such as fellow of institute of physics in 2004 aapm medical physics travel grant in 2008 astro igrt symposium travel grant in 2009 aapm ipem medical physics travel grant in 2011 and fellow of aapm in 2013 lei xing ph d is the jacob haimson professor of medical physics and director of medical physics division of radiation oncology department at stanford university his research has been focused on inverse treatment planning tomographic image reconstruction ct optical and pet imaging instrumentations image guided interventions nanomedicine and applications of molecular imaging in radiation oncology dr xing is on the editorial boards of a number of journals in radiation physics and medical imaging and is recipient of numerous awards including the american cancer society research scholar award the whitaker foundation grant award and a max planck institute fellowship

*Data Construction Method for Small Sample Sets 2010*

the lncs volume lncs 9714 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the international conference on data mining and big data dmbd 2016 held in bali indonesia in june 2016 the 57 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 115 submissions the theme of dmbd 2016 is serving life with data science data mining refers to the activity of going through big data sets to look for relevant or pertinent information the papers are organized in 10 cohesive sections covering all major topics of the research and development of data mining and big data and one workshop on computational aspects of pattern recognition and computer vision
Big Data in Radiation Oncology 2019-03-07

This book is the first volume that focuses on the specific challenges of machine translation with Arabic either as source or target language. It nicely fills a gap in the literature by covering approaches that belong to the three major paradigms of machine translation: example-based, statistical, and knowledge-based. It provides broad but rigorous coverage of the methods for incorporating linguistic knowledge into empirical MT. The book brings together original and extended contributions from a group of distinguished researchers from both academia and industry. It is a welcome and much-needed repository of important aspects in Arabic machine translation such as morphological analysis and syntactic reordering, both central to reducing the distance between Arabic and other languages. Most of the proposed techniques are also applicable to machine translation of Semitic languages other than Arabic as well as translation of other languages with a complex morphology.

Data Mining and Big Data 2016-07-04

Statistics 2nd edition teaches statistics with a modern data analytic approach that uses graphing calculators and statistical software. It allows more emphasis to be put on statistical concepts and data analysis rather than following recipes for calculations. This gives readers a more realistic understanding of both the theoretical and practical applications of statistics, giving them the ability to master the subject.

Challenges for Arabic Machine Translation 2012

This undergraduate statistical quality assurance textbook clearly shows with real projects, cases, and data sets how statistical quality control tools are used in practice. Among the topics covered is a practical evaluation of measurement effectiveness for both continuous and discrete data. Reproducibility and repeatability methodology including confidence intervals for repeatability reproducibility and the gauge capability ratio is thoroughly developed. Process capability indices and corresponding confidence intervals are also explained in addition to process monitoring techniques. Experimental design and analysis for process improvement are carefully presented. Factorial and fractional factorial arrangements of treatments and response surface methods are covered. Integrated throughout the book are rich sets of examples and problems that help readers gain a better understanding of where and how to apply statistical quality control tools. These large and realistic problem sets in combination with the streamlined approach of the text and extensive supporting material facilitate reader understanding. Second edition improvements include extensive coverage of measurement quality evaluation in addition to ANOVA, Gage R&R methodologies. New end of section exercises and revised end of chapter exercises. Two full sets of slides one with audio to assist student preparation outside of class and another appropriate for professors' lectures. Substantial supporting material supporting material seven R programs that support variables and attributes control chart construction and analyses. Gage R&R methods analyses of fractional factorial studies, propagation of error analyses, and response surface analyses. Documentation for the R programs excel data files associated with the end of chapter problem sets most from real engineering settings.
Statistics 2011

Researchers often have difficulties collecting enough data to test their hypotheses either because target groups are small or hard to access or because data collection entails prohibitive costs such obstacles may result in data sets that are too small for the complexity of the statistical model needed to answer the research question. This unique book provides guidelines and tools for implementing solutions to issues that arise in small sample research. Each chapter illustrates statistical methods that allow researchers to apply the optimal statistical model for their research question when the sample is too small. This essential book will enable social and behavioral science researchers to test their hypotheses even when the statistical model required for answering their research question is too complex for the sample sizes they can collect. The statistical models in the book range from the estimation of a population mean to models with latent variables and nested observations. Solutions include both classical and Bayesian methods. All proposed solutions are described in steps researchers can implement with their own data and are accompanied with annotated syntax in R. The methods described in this book will be useful for researchers across the social and behavioral sciences ranging from medical sciences and epidemiology to psychology, marketing, and economics.

Statistical Methods for Quality Assurance 2016-08-26

The healthcare industry produces a constant flow of data, creating a need for deep analysis of databases through data mining tools and techniques resulting in expanded medical research diagnosis and treatment data mining and medical knowledge management. Cases and applications present case studies on applications of various modern data mining methods in several important areas of medicine, covering classical data mining methods, elaborated approaches related to mining in electroencephalogram and electrocardiogram data, and methods related to mining in genetic data. A premier resource for those involved in data mining and medical knowledge management, this book tackles ethical issues related to cost-sensitive learning in medicine and produces theoretical contributions concerning general problems of data information, knowledge, and ontologies.

Small Sample Size Solutions 2020-02-13

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second International Symposium on Intelligent Data Analysis (IDA 97) held in London, UK in August 1997. The volume presents 50 revised full papers selected from a total of 107 submissions. Also included is a keynote intelligent data analysis issues and opportunities by David J. Hand. The papers are organized in sections on exploratory data analysis, preprocessing and tools for classification and feature selection, medical applications, soft computing, knowledge discovery and data mining, estimation and clustering, and data quality and qualitative models.
**Data Mining and Medical Knowledge Management: Cases and Applications 2009-02-28**

data science is an exciting discipline that allows you to turn raw data into understanding insight and knowledge the goal of r for data science is to help you learn the most important tools in r that will allow you to do data science after reading this book you’ll have the tools to tackle a wide variety of data science challenges using the best parts of r this book will teach you how to program in r you’ll go from loading data to writing your own functions which will outperform the functions of other r users this is an understandable approach to learning r visualizing and modeling data are complicated skills that require a programmer’s full attention it takes expertise judgement and focus to extract reliable insights from a data set this book proudly focuses on small in memory datasets this is the right place to start because you can’t tackle big data unless you have experience with small data i think r is a great place to start your data science journey because it is an environment designed from the ground up to support data science r is not just a programming language but it is also an interactive environment for doing data science simply in depth

**Advances in Intelligent Data Analysis. Reasoning about Data 2006-06-08**

annotation the four volume set lncs 4487 4490 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on computational science iccs 2007 held in beijing china in may 2007 more than 2400 submissions were made to the main conference and its 35 topical workshops the 80 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers of the main track were carefully reviewed and selected from 360 submissions and are presented together with 624 accepted workshop papers in four volumes according to the iccs 2007 theme advancing science and society through computation the papers cover a large volume of topics in computational science and related areas from multiscale physics to wireless networks and from graph theory to tools for program development the papers are arranged in topical sections on efficient data management parallel monte carlo algorithms simulation of multiphysics multiscale systems dynamic data driven application systems computer graphics and geometric modeling computer algebra systems computational chemistry computational approaches and techniques in bioinformatics computational finance and business intelligence geocomputation high level parallel programming networks theory and applications collective intelligence for semantic and knowledge grid collaborative and cooperative environments tools for program development and analysis in cs intelligent agents in computing systems cs in software engineering computational linguistics in hci internet computing in science and engineering workflow systems in e science graph theoretic algorithms and applications in cs teaching cs high performance data mining mining text semi structured or multimedia data computational methods in energy economics risk analysis advances in computational geomechanics and geophysics meta synthesis and complex systems scientific computing in electronics engineering wireless and mobile systems high performance networked media and services evolution toward next generation internet real time systems and adaptive applications evolutionary algorithms and evolvable systems

**R Programming 2020-07-23**
each release of ibm data facility storage management subsystem dfsms builds on the previous version the latest release ibm z os v1 13 dfsms provides enhancements in these areas for the z os platform in a system managed storage environment storage management data access device support program management distributed data access this ibm redbooks publication provides a summary of the functions and enhancements in z os v1 13 dfsms it provides information that you need to understand and evaluate the content of this dfsms release along with practical implementation hints and tips this book also includes enhancements that are available by enabling ptfs that have been integrated into z os dfsms v1 13 this book was written for storage professionals and system programmers who have experience with the components of dfsms it provides sufficient information so that you can start prioritizing the implementation of new functions and evaluating their applicability in your dfsms environment

Computational Science - ICCS 2007 2007-05-18

written by a highly experienced author examiner team this popular series has been extensively revised to provide authoritative accurate and comprehensive coverage of the 2015 as and a level specifications this book will help you to develop core psychology skills and encourage you to become a competent researcher and independent learner

z/OS V1.13 DFSMS Technical Update 2012-09-23

perspectives on the varied challenges posed by big data for health science law commerce and politics big data is ubiquitous but heterogeneous big data can be used to tally clicks and traffic on web pages find patterns in stock trades track consumer preferences identify linguistic correlations in large corpuses of texts this book examines big data not as an undifferentiated whole but contextually investigating the varied challenges posed by big data for health science law commerce and politics taken together the chapters reveal a complex set of problems practices and policies the advent of big data methodologies has challenged the theory driven approach to scientific knowledge in favor of a data driven one social media platforms and self tracking tools change the way we see ourselves and others the collection of data by corporations and government threatens privacy while promoting transparency meanwhile politicians policy makers and ethicists are ill prepared to deal with big data s ramifications the contributors look at big data s effect on individuals as it exerts social control through monitoring mining and manipulation big data and society examining both its empowering and its constraining effects big data and science considering issues of data governance provenance reuse and trust and big data and organizations discussing data responsibility data harm and decision making contributors ryan abbott cristina alaimo kent r anderson mark andrejevic diane e bailey mike bailey mark burden fred h cate jorge l contreras simon dedeo hamid r ekbia allison goodwell jannis kallinikos inna kouper m lynne markus michael mattioli paul ohm scott peppet beth plale jason portenoy julie rennecker katie shilton dan sholler cassidy r sugimoto isuru suriarachchi jevin d west
Oxford AQA Psychology A Level Year 1 and AS 2015-04-16

this book constitutes the proceedings of the second international workshop on advances in simplifying medical ultrasound asmus 2021 held on september 27 2021 in conjunction with miccai 2021 the 24th international conference on medical image computing and computer assisted intervention the conference was planned to take place in strasbourg france but changed to an online event due to the coronavirus pandemic the 22 papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 30 submissions they were organized in topical sections as follows segmentation and detection registration guidance and robotics classification and image synthesis and quality assessment and quantitative imaging

Big Data Is Not a Monolith 2016-10-21

this two volume set of lncs 12736 12737 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th international conference on artificial intelligence and security icais 2021 which was held in dublin ireland in july 2021 the conference was formerly called international conference on cloud computing and security with the acronym icccs the total of 93 full papers and 29 short papers presented in this two volume proceedings was carefully reviewed and selected from 1013 submissions overall a total of 224 full and 81 short papers were accepted for icais 2021 the other accepted papers are presented in ccis 1422 1424 the papers were organized in topical sections as follows part i artificial intelligence and big data part ii big data cloud computing and security encryption and cybersecurity information hiding iot security and multimedia forensics

Simplifying Medical Ultrasound 2021-09-22

written by microsoft s lead developers of excel services this book shares their insights into the benefits and usage of excel s new server technology so that you can solve business problems you ll learn what excel services is for and how it is used how to deploy an evaluation copy of the server and effectively administer it and gain an understanding of how the server works you ll also get step by step guidelines for using the server in each of the scenarios for which it was designed

Artificial Intelligence and Security 2021-07-09

this book presents the algorithms used to provide recommendations by exploiting matrix factorization and tensor decomposition techniques it highlights well known decomposition methods for recommender systems such as singular value decomposition svd uv decomposition non negative
matrix factorization nmf etc and describes in detail the pros and cons of each method for matrices and tensors this book provides a detailed theoretical mathematical background of matrix tensor factorization techniques and a step by step analysis of each method on the basis of an integrated toy example that runs throughout all its chapters and helps the reader to understand the key differences among methods it also contains two chapters where different matrix and tensor methods are compared experimentally on real data sets such as opinions geosocialrec last fm bibsonomy etc and provides further insights into the advantages and disadvantages of each method the book offers a rich blend of theory and practice making it suitable for students researchers and practitioners interested in both recommenders and factorization methods lecturers can also use it for classes on data mining recommender systems and dimensionality reduction methods

**Beginning Excel Services 2007-03-07**

all too often individuals engaged in the biomedical sciences assume that numeric data must be left to the proper authorities e.g. statisticians and data analysts who are trained to apply sophisticated mathematical algorithms to sets of data this is a terrible mistake individuals with keen observational skills regardless of their mathematical training are in the best position to draw correct inferences from their own data and to guide the subsequent implementation of robust mathematical analyses volume 2 of logic and critical thinking in the biomedical sciences provides readers with a repertoire of deductive non-mathematical methods that will help them draw useful inferences from their own data volumes 1 and 2 of logic and critical thinking in the biomedical sciences are written for biomedical scientists and college level students engaged in any of the life sciences including bioinformatics and related data sciences demonstrates that a great deal can be deduced from quantitative data without applying any statistical or mathematical analyses provides readers with simple techniques for quickly reviewing and finding important relationships hidden within large and complex sets of data using examples drawn from the biomedical literature discusses common pitfalls in data interpretation and how they can be avoided

**Matrix and Tensor Factorization Techniques for Recommender Systems 2017-01-29**

human and ecological risk assessment theory and practice assembles the expertise of more than fifty authorities from fifteen different fields forming a comprehensive reference and textbook on risk assessment containing two dozen case studies of environmental or human health risk assessments the text not only presents the theoretical underpinnings of the discipline but also serves as a complete handbook and how to guide for individuals conducting or interpreting risk assessments in addition more than 4,000 published papers and books in the field are cited editor dennis paustenbach has assembled chapters that present the most current methods for conducting hazard identification dose response and exposure assessment and risk characterization components for risk assessments of any chemical hazard to humans or wildlife fish birds and terrestrials topics addressed include hazards posed by air emissions radiological hazards contaminated soil and foods agricultural hazards occupational hazards consumer products and water hazardous waste sites contaminated air and water the bringing together of so many of the world's authorities on these topics plus the comprehensive nature of the text promises to make human and ecological risk assessment the text against which others will be measured in the
Logic and Critical Thinking in the Biomedical Sciences 2020-07-08

information engineering and applications is the field of study concerned with constructing information computing intelligent systems mathematical models numerical solution techniques and using computers and other electronic devices to analyze and solve natural scientific social scientific and engineering problems information engineering is an important underpinning for techniques used in information and computational science and there are many unresolved problems worth studying the proceedings of the 2nd international conference on information engineering and applications iea 2012 which was held in chongqing china from october 26 28 2012 discusses the most innovative research and developments including technical challenges and social legal political and economic issues a forum for engineers and scientists in academia industry and government the proceedings of the 2nd international conference on information engineering and applications presents ideas results works in progress and experience in all aspects of information engineering and applications

Human and Ecological Risk Assessment 2017-05-22

overview of biomedical data science spreadsheet tools and tips biostatistics primer data visualization introduction to databases big data bioinformatics and precision medicine programming languages for data analysis machine learning artificial intelligence biomedical data science resources appendix a glossary appendix b using data world appendix c chapter exercises

Proceedings of the International Conference on Information Engineering and Applications (IEA) 2012 2013-04-09

get the latest advances in zoo and wild animal medicine in one invaluable reference written by internationally recognized experts fowler s zoo and wild animal medicine current therapy volume 10 provides a practical guide to the latest research and clinical management of captive and free ranging wild animals for each animal coverage includes topics such as biology anatomy and special physiology reproduction restraint and handling housing requirements nutrition and feeding surgery and anesthesia diagnostics and treatment protocols new topics in this edition include holistic treatments antibiotic resistance in aquariums non invasive imaging for amphibians emerging reptile viruses and african ground hornbill medicine in addition to giant anteater medicine brucella in marine animals and rhinoceros birth parameters with coverage of many subjects where information has not been
Introduction to Biomedical Data Science 2019-11-25

after a decade of major technical and theoretical advancements in the area the scope for exploitation of database technology has never been greater neither has the challenge this volume contains the proceedings of the 17th british national conference on databases bnscod 2000 held at the university of exeter in july 2000 in selecting the quality papers presented here the programme committee was particularly interested in the demands being made on the technology by emerging application areas including web applications push technology multimedia data and data warehousing the concern remains the same satisfaction of user quirements on quality and performance however with increasing demand for timely access to heterogeneous data distributed on an unregulated internet new challenges are presented our three invited speakers develop the theme for the conference considering new dimensions concerning user requirements in accessing distributed heterogeneous information sources in the rst paper presented here gio wiederhold re ects on the tension between requirements for on the one hand precision and relevance and on the other completeness and recall in relating data from heterogeneous resources in resolving this tension in favour of the former he maintains that this will fundamentally a ect future research directions sharma chakravarthy adds another dimension to the requirement on inf mation namely timeliness he shares a vision of just in time information de vered by a push technology based on reactive capabilities he maintains that this requires a paradigm shift to a user centric view of information

An Initial Statistical Characterization of the Variability of Coastal Winds and Currents 1991

when we set about organizing epia 2003 in porto during the appia meeting at the previous edition of the conference epia 2001 it was decided that it would be organized by fernando moura pires fajp e and myself we chose beja as the venue to host the conference as it provided a good support
infrastructure and Fernando had a good working relationship with several people at the Beja Polytechnic Institute shortly thereafter. Fernando came to know that he was ailing from a disease that would take his life in May 2003. As with many other projects in which he got involved, Fernando clung to the organization of this conference with dedication and perseverance even while knowing that he might not see the results of his work. EPIA 2003 is a tribute to his work, taking up on the successful experience gained from EPIA 2001. We decided to structure EPIA 2003 as a set of five distinct workshops, roughly reflecting the panorama of AI research in Portugal. Special thanks are due to the organizers of each workshop for the quality and timeliness of the work they carried out. The conference was all the more interesting because of the eight invited presentations and tutorials by Alexander Bockmayr and Lcar Cardoso Dario Frean Dario Boley Pedro Domingos Piet Adriaans Veronica Dahl and Vitor Santos Costa. There are short one-page abstracts included in these proceedings for some of these presentations.


Fowler's Zoo and Wild Animal Medicine Current Therapy, Volume 10 - E-Book 2022-07-08

Advances in Databases 2003-06-26

Progress in Artificial Intelligence 2003-11-06
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